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Lottery funds
could benefit
campus groups

Is this one well done?

By Mike Lewis
Daily staff writer
Ways to spend more than SI million in California state lottery funds
are on the minds of the Associated
Students Board of Directors.
In fact, the A.S. has created a
committee to study just that.
The A.S. Lottery Proposal Committee, headed by A.S. Controller
Victoria Johnson, is aimed at making proposals for lottery -funded
events on .ampus.
"I think many groups have a good
chance of getting funding," Johnson
said. "For example, the Environmental Resource Center. the radio/TV news center, the Disabled
Students Association. the (A.S.)
Program Board and the drama department.
"I will invite these groups to
come in to let them know the procedure for submitting a proposal," she
added.
According to Terry McCarthy.
A.S. vice president, the committee
is advisory.

"The purpose is to de%elop and
submit comprehensive proposals to
obtain lottery funds for use by the
students in the form of programs,"
McCarthy said.
"We are trying to find out how we
can secure this money," he added.
The California State University
system recieves lottery revenue from
the state and then disburses it to the
individual campuses on the basis of
full-time enrollment.
SJSU is slated for $1.6 million for
the 1988/89 school year.
This year the campus received
$1.2 million.
ShaRon Lewis. A.S. budget committee director, is hoping funds can
he used for more minority speakers.
"I’d like to see an increase in minority speakers in the areas of public
education, science and other areas to
support minorities in these areas."
she said.
Maynard Robinson. associate academic vice president and member of
the school Academic Senate Lottery
See LO7TERY bad: page

Student renters may
face discrimination
Gerry [terrier. left. a senior majoring in administration of justice.
chooses a shish-kahob off the grill that looks just right to him. Omer

Matthew E Durham Daily start photographer
Ccer, a civil engineering graduate student, is helping out with the
cooking at SJSt "s International Food Fair on Ninth Street.

A.S. directors disagree over Rec Center
By Jeff Elder
Deity staff writer
"I just buried the hatchet. and
now somebody’s dug it up again."
said Toni Boothe. director of California state affairs of what he called
a "harshly -worded" referendum
concerning the Rec Center’s cost
overruns which students will vote on
March 16 and 17.
The referendum asks if the students of SJSU should give a
judgment of "no confidence" to the
trustees for their handling of the
overruns, which may require a $6.5
million bond loan to be paid back
with student fees.
A vote of no confidence means the
A.S. does not support the trustees’
action and does not believe that it addresses the concerns of the students
of SJSU.
Larry Dougherty. former A.S.
vice president, and A.S. directors

’We wanted the creation of a committee
before authorizing the right to raise fees.
There’s a big difference.’
Terry
have said for the last two weeks that
It is unfair to charge students for
mismanagement of the project,
which they say has caused most of
the deficit.
Boothe and A.S. President Michael McLennan flew to Southern
California last weekend to try and
stop the California State University
Board of Trustees from giving Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds the authority to raise fees. The Chancellor’s
Office said fees will be raised from

Computer funding
sought by disabled
By Mike I.ewis
Daily staff writer
A computer attachment that would
enable physically disabled students
to use the library’s IBM computers
by "listening" to the speaker then
displaying the words on screen. may
be in the future at SJSU.
The Voice Recognition Unit will
enable disabled students who don’t
have the use of their arms or hands
and blind students to take care of
their computer needs by simply
speaking into the computer.
The Disabled Students Association hopes to receive the necessary
funding for two units through Associated Students.
Dock &mop. a senior earning a
special degree in artificial intellegence. hopes the attachment will add
to the independence of some disabled students.
"Many disabled students cannot
use the keyboard, and they have to
wait for someone to type their information for them.’’ Swoop said.
"This will make the computers
much more accessible." he added.
The Disabled Students Association (DSA) is seeking approximately
$2.600 to purchase two of the units.
One they plan on installing in
Clark Library to be in use as soon as
possible. The other, as Stroop puts
It, is for "research and development."
Stroup hopes to incorporate artifi-

McCarthy,

A.S. vice president

’Many disabled
students cannot use
the keyboard, and
they have to wait for
someone to type
their information for
them.’
Dock Stroop,
blind SJSU student

cial intellegence in the second unit
that would make the computer able
to learn new words and voice patterns.
"In the other unit we want to try
to incorporate various forms of artificial intelligence." Stroop said.
"We want it to have ears that hear.
eyes that see. a voice that talks and
hands to type."
A member of the Disabled Students Association, Stroop lost his vision in a mining accident four-and -a half years ago.
DSA President John Moore claims
SJSU may be joining the ranks of the
minority of California State UniverSee DISABLED, bark page

between $4 and $8 per student per
semester.
Boothe and McLennan were unable to prevent the trustees from gi% ing Reynolds that legal right and on
Monday called Terry McCarthy.
A.S. vice president. and asked him
to call a special A.S. meeting to
compose the referendum.
On Wednesday. however. Reynolds and the trustees created a committee to study alternative ways to
fund the overruns and asked Boothe

’tithe
and McLennan to serve on
then called McCarthy and asked him
to soften the referendum.
"We wanted the creation of a
committee before authorizing the
right to raise fees. There’s a big difference," McCarthy said Wednesday night.
Boothe said he thought a lee increase will still need approval of the
trustees, but McCarthy said that was
"legal jargon. What it really says is.
’We’re going to raise your fees.’ "
"Maybe I am brainwashed and
need to be debriefed." Boothe said.
McCarthy said Boothe and McLennan "got caught up in the good old -boy network." and that they settled for a consolation that allows
them to serve on a committee, hut
doesn’t protect students’ rights.
See FEES page 3

By Dant Parkin
Daily staff writer
San Jose, alarmed by a rise in
drug-related violence, has beefed up
its drug abatement efforts, but recent
proposals toward a drug-free city
inay discriminate against students
trying to rent housing.
The Dnig Abatement Committee
made up of housing service representatives, apartment managers
and owners, and police representatives was developed this summer.
Tuesday. the committee delivered its
report to the San Jose City Council.
The committee passed out a handbook giving apartment managers
suggestions on how to reduce the
drug problem in their complexes.
These policies may have the effect
of making it tougher for students to
rent. The emphasis of the effort targeted lower income apartment complexes where students are more
likely to live.
The handtxxik said stiff rental policies need to be applied. These include: requiring income as multiple
of rent, requiring acceptable credit
rating, house rules restricting guests
and a late charge on payment of rent.
Committee member Donni Grotte
said. "Students can almost always
get in as long as they have a cosigner."
But SJSU student Ben Palmer. a
sophomore minori ng in humanities

Feminist author discusses book
Womens’ Week
keynote speaker
By Suzanne De Long
Daily staff writer
Mary Daly. a feminist authoi
who calls herself a "Positively Revolting Hag," was proudly introduced as just that Wednesday night
in the Student Union Ballroom.
Daly was this year’s keynote
speaker for Women’s Week.
Approximately 375 people listened, laughed and cheered as
Daly discussed her personal philosophies and her new book
" Wickedary."
The book’s title in full is actually the "Websters’ First New Intergalactic Wickedary of the English Language. Conjured by Mary
Daly in cahoots with Jane Ca putt."
The book is a collection of
words and phrases whose definitions have changed over the
years. and now, because of Daly.
are back to their original form. Or
in some cases. Daly creates a new
definition.
For example, in the second section of the hook. "The Core of
The Wickedary: Word -Webs,"
Daly defines the word "blob."
According to "Wickedary." a
blob is the "common, hideous
See AUTHOR, back page

Ron Green

Daily staff photographer

Author Mary Daly takes a minute to sign her new hook. Wehster’s
First New Intergalactic Wickedary of the English Language."

Joseph McNamara
. . Son Jose police hief
said. "I don’t have a credit rating. I
wouldn’t be able to get a co-signer.
I’d probably end up living with a
friend."
The handbook also called for increased lighting of complexes, landscaping that used "prickly plants
with thorns alongside fences and
windows to reduce access and prevent concealment . ’
Both San Jose Police Department
and the University Police Department admit drug-related crime poses
See COMMITTEE, back page

Professor
sees end to
Palestinian
problems
By Joe S. Kappia
Daily staff writer
As the flames of confrontation
continue to engulf the settlements on
the West Bank of Gaza Strip. one
Jewish -American is proposing the
establishment of a Palestinian state
as the solution to the problem.
Martin Primack, a professor in the
economics department revealed this
in an interview this week after the
latest act of violence claimed lives of
three Israelis when three gunmen attacked a cilivian bus. The three gunmen. believed to be members of Alfatah. an off-spring organization of
the Palestinian Liberation Organization, were all killed in the crossfire.
Primack believes that the "majority of the Israelis hold this position’"
if there are sorae safeguards for the
security of the state of Israel. But he
quickly expressed some reservations
about this proposal because, as he
put it, "Israelis do not trust the Palestinians because of a long history of
terrorist attacks and war in the name
of Palestine.’’
He said since the resumption of
confrontation between Israeli soldiers and unarmed demonstrators on
the West Bank, the Palestinians
made tremendous gains by not responding with firepower. The sacriSee CONFLICT, back page
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Test your
news I.Q.
\

Pro,

How much do you remember about the stories
that have been in the news recently? If you score
fewer than Jim correct answers. you have been
spending too much time on the crossword. If you
eel eight or more right. you rate an "A. ’ ’

I . The House sent the Civil Rights Restoration
Act on its way to the White House under the threat
of a presidential veto. It approved this landmark
measure expanding protection against discrimination hy a vote of: (a) 315-98: (b) 266-146: (c)
2. The XV Winter Olympic Games in Calgary
ended with the U.S. winning a total of: (a) 10 medals. including six gold: (h) six medals. including
ii 0 gold: (c) eight medals, including two gold.
3. President Reagan attended the NATO summit gathering in Brussels. which: (a) revised the
traditional strategy of flexible response in favor of
one of massive retaliation: (h1 agreed to accelerate
modernization of short-range nuclear missiles in
West Germany: (c) demanded sweeping cutbacks in
Soviet bloc conventional forces.
4. The Grammy award for record of the year
won by: (a) Paul Simon for "Graceland’’: b)
or "The Joshua Tree": (el Whitney Houston

a,
Cm ’

’Whitney."

5. The Farmers Home Administration, the Agriculture Department’s lender of last resort, said it
was drafting new rules to help farmers settle their
delinquent loans, which amount to: (a) $63.1 million: (h) $6.6 billion: (c) $3.6 billion.
6. As part of a program to control an inflation
rate of 177 percent. this foreign nation’s government announced it would maintain the value of its
currency against the dollar and freeze government controlled prices during March ibis was in: (a)
Israel: (hi India: (c) Mexico.
7. The Environmental Protection Agency reported that the number of office buildings. apartment houses, stores and other public and commercial buildings containing potentially dangerous
loose asbestos in deteriorating condition is more
than: (a) 500.(810: (h) 10.000: (c) 9.000.
8. According to the Commerce Department.
sales of new single-family homes in January: (a)
rose by 6 percent: (b) fell by 9 percent: (c) fell by 3
percent.
9. The Electronics Industries Association said
that last year: tar the U.S. had exponed more electronics products than it had imported: (b) the U.S.
had imported more electronic products than it had
exported: (c) electronics imports had fallen 20 percent.
10. First place in the 47th annual Westinghouse
Science Talent Search, the nationwide competition
tor teen-age students of science, went to: (a) Janet
Iseng of New York City: (b) Benjamin S. Abella of
(’hicago: (c)Chetan Nayak of New York City.
WERS: l.a 2.h 3.c 4.a 5.h 6.c 7.a 8.b 9.b
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Letters to the Editor
Writer is uninformed
Editor.
Mike Leis Is kmmosss as nitia about
the issues involved in gun control as
most 3 -year-olds know about flying
747’s. His column showed an obvious lack of knowledge about the
NRA and the issues. Next time
Mike. do some research.
I will grant to Lewis that the NRA
is more than a hit paranoid they
feel that if they give an inch, the
anti -gunners will take a mile or two.
That’s why the NRA opposes any
type of gun control. Lewis’ criticism
of the NRA is warranted, hut his
style of writing only clouds the issues, rather than bringing some clarity to them.
Lewis’ comments regarding the
shooting of the retarded boy reads as
if the MLA and the San ’Francisco
police department are to blame for
his death. But clearly, the fault lie,
with the hoys parents. They are the
ones who gave him the toy gun with
no more thought about the possible
consequences than if they had given
him a Tonka truck.
The sensible thing to do is not to
give a child any toy that mimics a
deadly weapon. Children should be
taught that a gun. especially in the
wrong hands, is a very dangerous
weapon, and that they must never
touch a gun without adult permission
and supervision. Teach children that
guns are not playthings either real
or toy. Lewis’ column implies that
children should he taught nothing
about guns. Ignorance is not bliss.
like
it can kill.
No matter how many times the
cliche has been used guns don’t
kill people, people kill people it is
simli true. If a drunk driver kills a pedestrian. whose fault is it. the car’s’?
Do we arrest the car or the driver’?
Guns are tools, pure and simple.
They can be abused and used for
criminal purposes just as easily as a
butcher knife, a hammer, or a pen.
So do we ban guns? Here’s another
question to think about along the
same lines: Did the prohibition of al-

(IAMA"’"

cohol in the 1920’s save lives. (or
anything else)?
There are thousands of innocent
people, myself included, who are
alive today because they had a gun.
On the other hand, there are thousands of innocent people who are
dead because of a gun. Some would
say stringent gun control laws would
save many more lives. But how? Do
they believe that criminals and terrified citizens will give up their guns?
Look up the definitions for "criminal" and "terrified" in Webster’s
and you will have your answer.

By the way. I’m a gun owner and Toy guns not necessary.
not an NRA member. I don’t apse,’
with their stance on the issues.
As illustrated in Ray Vermillion’s
John B. Lawrence
Goldberg eventually made it back to his
Senior letter (Mar. 3). danger always exists
Sohome university. We all know this because he
Photojournalism when rhetoric replaces logic.
wrote his column. However. we don’t know
I can’t tell you how much I enhow he got home. Maybe he thumbed a ride or siWhere are the workers? joyed reading his insightful clanficaphoned gasoline from an abandoned car in downtion of our gun laws as they relate to
Editor.
town San Jose.
the (mis fuse of toy guns.
I know that for many, the Rec
One thing Goldberg failed to tell us last month
Toys are toys. They often repliCenter has been a real pain with the cate reality, and in doing so present
was how his wallet was stolen. This came out in his
10
completion date about
column. My guess is that Goldberg didn’t tell us
months be- potential dangers. If a toy represents
hind schedule and more than $3 mil- reality too much, then the dividing
because we all would have laughed at him.
lion over budget. Yikes!
He had finished phoning in the scores of the
line between the actual toy and the
I might say, it was really neat see- real item becomes blurred. Further.
baseball games (UCSB lost) from the library at
ing a whole slug of workers working when a toy emulates something danStanford and had to use the "lavatory’ I guess
on the pool. The only problem was gerous (in potential or real terms) it
people in Santa Barbara can’t say "bathroom" or
that they were working on Saturday. loses the original task of providing
"restroom." I’ll let him continue from there.
"When I get off the phone, I leave my wallet in
Yikes!
fun or valuable education.
the phone booth for just four or five minutes to use
Mr. Vermillion. in your world of
How many people did I see workthe lavatory. When I returned, my wallet’s gone."
ing’? Oh how does 13 sound? That’s circumlocutions. my will have play
Oh. my God! The audacity of some people to
right. Thirteen visible bodies work- hypodermic needles, plastic knives,
pick up a wallet left in a phone booth. Never mind
ing on the pool on Saturday. Boy, and candy cigarettes.
that there was cash in there. Goldberg had the
Children’s toys allow a child to
we sure don’t see that many people
power of the plastic as well. If a thief can steal a car
working on the pool on weekdays, if explore the adult world in an imagiin 30 seconds, how long do you think it would take
and
small
Dolls,
way.
trucks
nary
at all.
to lift a wallet?
cars illustrate this point. If manufacWhat does Goldberg think would happen in
We pay these people about $22 an turers create toy guns. are we saying
safe -and -sound Santa Barbara if someone left a
hour on a normal workday, but on to our children that weapons are a
wallet in a phone booth? I can already hear what
weekends, we’re talking $44 an necessary part of adult life?
some thief would say: "Gee, why don’t I see if this
Ray. I hope your guns don’t kill
hour. That excludes workman’s
wallet if still here next week. Maybe then I’ll take
compensation, liability, union dues. someone you love, however the odds
medical, social security. etc. A con- are not on your side.
Marianne C. Rabbit
servative figure for all this would be
Somehow I doubt the thieves in Santa Barbara
Senior
$50 to $60 an hour. In fact. I saw a
are any different from the ones in Stanford. Goldliberal St tid ies
worker at the pool past 7 p.m. that
berg calls Stanford ". . one of America’s finest
Saturday night. I’m not going to dis- (Bleeding I,iberal Hearted Studinstitutions of higher learning." Well, even one of
ies
cuss what we must be paying him to
America’s finest institutions has people wandering
around looking for where their next BMW payment
will come from. Welcome to reality. Danny boy.
My advice to Mr. Goldberg for the next time he
ventures out of the dreamland of the South: if you
have to take a leak, put your wallet in your hack
pocket first. And if you need money, don’t come to
San Jose. Stay at Stantord. They have all the bucks.

TPIOUGHT
IT WAS
A REAL
CAM !!

WHAT
HAPPENED
TO CAMP"

work. The amount we pay would obviously be less if they worked on the
weekdays. But as I was going by the
my
Tuesday.
to
facility
on
amazement. I saw no one working
on the pool.
So. we get nailed with an inevitable $10 fee increase to defray the
added costs. In other words, we sit
around getting milked dry while the
contractor rakes in the dough, and
the architects figure what else needs
to be changed while their at it.
Marcus Ng
Senior
Civil Engineering

some people have all the nerve!
A letter appeared on my desk Wednesday
the college newspafrom the Daily Nexus
per from the University of California at Santa Barfrom
its March 2 issue
hara. Inside was an article
written by Dan Goldberg. In bold type was the
headline "Northern California: Ask for a Dollar.
(;et Bucked."
As I started reading. I suddenly remembered
who this Dan Goldberg fellow was.
He had phoned the Spartan Daily one night last
month explaining that his wallet had been stolen the
where he was
day before at Stanfirrd University
covering a three -game baseball series and now
he was calling from Santa Clara University wanting
to know if he could drive to San Jose and borrow
money. You see, he only had a half tank of gas.
The reporter who talked to him explained that
sure he could come over, but we couldn’t guarantee
that we would lend him money. After all, we are
starving reporters just like him, hut myself and the
rest of the editors and reporters in the newsroom decided that we would see what we could do.
A little while later. Goldberg showed up and
asked for 10 bucks. All of us looked at each other
and said that, no. we couldn’t lend him money
siiftC we were broke.
Instead, we told him that he could use our
phone to call down to Santa Barbara. Hazel Whitman, one of our generous reporters, offered him bagels, which he ate three of. Jeff Elder gave him
food and offered him money and even a place to
stay for the night. We also told him that he could
spend the night in the newsroom if he wished to.
Apparently. Goldberg wanted to be a martyr,
and instead of taking the offer he chose to spend the
night in the back seat of his ’77 Camaro. As Goldberg said in his column. "Ever try to sleep in the
back seat of a ’77 Camaro? Let me give you a hint:
Don’t."
Well, lean only say this to Goldberg: You
could have spent the night in a comfortable bed in a
house in one of the nicer areas of San Jose, but you
chose instead to hunk down in the back seat of your
old Chevy.
Could this possibly tell you something about the
intellectual capacity of our fellow journalist from
the Southland? I think Mr. Goldberg has been
spending much too much time at the beach. Or
maybe he just needed something to write a column
about. Hmtrun?

LL

PERHAPs I SHOULD
RETURN Ti-IE
"RAmgo FuN
I SOUGHT MY
GRANDSON...

Karen M. Derenzi Is Editor in Chief of the
Spartan Daily. If she ever goes down to Santa
Barbara, she will be sure she leaves the credit
cards at home and keeps her wallet chained to
her wrist. "More Than Meets the Eye" will appear again the first Friday after Spring Break.
See you all at spring training!
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The Spartan Daily would like to heat
from you our readers.
Your ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged.
Letters to the editor can be on any
topic. However, personal attacks and letters in poor taste will not be published. All
letters may be edited for length or libel.
Letters must bear the writer’s name,
major, phone number and class level.
Phone numbers and anonymous letters
will not be printed.
Deliver letters to the Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall, or to the Student
Union information desk.
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Associated Students Elections 1988

A.S.
Candidate
Profiles
A.S. candidate profiles,
referenda appear today
Today the Spartan Daily continues
coverage of the Associated Students
elections. Interviews with candidates
from the REAL (Responsible Alliance) and SOUND (Students Organized and Unified for New Directions) parties as well as independent
candidates are being conducted by
Daily staff writers.
Each candidate is being asked the
same four questions. If a candidate
has not been been in contact with
and interviewed by a Daily reporter
by press time, the interview will appear in a future issue of the newspa-

per.
Today’s interviews reveal the
thoughts of one of the two candidates for Controller, and one of the
two candidates for Director of Sponsored Programs and Director of Academic Affairs.
Today’s coverage also explains
the two referenda items which will
appear on the ballot. The referenda
appear as they were submitted to the
A.S. Board of Directors.
Coverage will continue through
the March 16 and 17 elections.

Fees: Directors split over Rec Center proposal
From page I
Boothe and McLennan ate dinner at
Reynold’s house this week after the
Chancellor created the committee.
A.S. directors said Thursday that
Boothe and McLennan softened their
approach to the fee increase because
of the dinner.
"When the Chancellor wasn’t in
power (to raise fees), she wasn’t
willing to have a committee, hut
now that she has that power she’s appointed you and Mike to a committee," McCarthy said to Boothe
Wednesday night.
"I think you went off halfcocked," Boothe replied. "This is a
very harshly -worded referendum. I
told them (the trustees) that I would
try to keep them from coming (Inward. I told them that I was appreciative of the task force that includes
me and Mike and John Richardson."
Richardson is the CSSA’s liaison
to the Chancellor.
Boothe said he and McLennan
were "phenomenally pissed off"

The Associated Students director of sponsored programs is expected to act as a liaison and to
keep a current knowledge of programs funded through the A.S.
Special allocations process.

The director makes recommendations on the reversion of money
to the A.S. general fund and
serves as one of the board of di rectors’ representatives on the
Special Allocations Committee.

Thad Graham:
SOUND party candidate
Question: Why- did you choose
to run for office?
Graham: Because I felt the Program Board could be doing more to
accommodate students’ needs. The
arts and culture are not really
-.tressed enough on this campus and 1
.,,it
to rectify that situation.

Question: If elected, what issues
will you focus on?
Graham: I would definitely work
on the Program Board and I want to
reinstate the "Thursday Night Film
Series" and get free weekly concerts
out in the ampitheatre.
I want to get more use of the (Student Union) Ballroom for big name
concerts. I also want to see more
speakers, more arts, and more lecturers.
I also want to get more cross-cultural events to try to bring the stu-

Thad Graham
. Sponsored Programs candidate
dents of San Jose State together.
Question: Why should students
vote for you?
Graham: I think students should
vote for me because I represent a
change in the way things are going. I
don’t think enough has been happening since I have been here the
amount of extracurricular activities
have gone down with concerts and
events.
I want to change that. and I feel
that students want more events like
that. They want more social events.
more cultural events. and I want to
try to do my best to have more of
those events on campus.
Daily staff writer Jim Hart conducted this interview
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How are you planning to keep
student fees at $38 a semester?
Santandrea: Well, that is a tough

Rick Thomas is a senior with a
double major in business administration and accounting.
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Question:Why did you choose to
run for office?
Santandrea: When I first came to
San Jose State. I came as a commuter student. My first semester was
so bad; I had no social life. Since
then I’ve decided to get involved. I
pledged a fraternity. My fraternity
brother said I was the type of guy
that could do a good job. I became
interested in getting into A.S. and I
wanted to get involved. To be a little
honest, there is a certain vanity quotient to the whole thing to see
yourself as an elected official.

Editor’s note: At Spartan Daily
press time, Mark Murrill had not
been reached for an interview. His
interview ivill appear in a future
issue of the Daily.

Serving the San Jose State
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when they called McCarthy and
asked him to compose the referendum. He said the creation of the task

revenue for the California State
University parking system be explored and seriously considered
during that time?
SUREC Referendum
Shall the students of San Jose
State University give a vote of
"no confidence" to the CSU
Chancellor and staff in the management and oversight of the Student Union Recreation and
Events Center project. and;
Shall the students of San Jose
State University oppose the raising of student fees to pay for the
cost overruns incurred by the Student Union Recreation and
Events Center project?

force was a "success." and changed
his mind about the referendum.
"A decision had to be made."

question because SUB01) said lees
would ilia be raised over $40 a semester. They apparently have every
right to raise fees up to that point.
We feel that students are not at
fault for what we believe to be errors
made; therefore, they should not pay
for it. I believe that and we at the
REAL Party believe that. We would
work with the administration to try
to find alternate means of paying for
’the debt.
I would like to say from my own
standpoint that I support SUREC. I
feel that SUREC is a very important
part of this campus
Question: If elected, so hat issues
will you focus on?
Santandrea: SUREC is the main
issue. I think San Jose State has an
image problem. From being an
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Question: Why did you choose
to run for office?
Thomas: Through my involvement in student groups on this campus I’ve come to realize that there
are concerns about the special allocations process, the budget process
and the Associated Students Business Office. Being a controller will
put me in the position to hear those
concerns, devise a plan to meet those
needs and actually implement that
plan.
Now, I know that there are some
wheels in the fiscal side of A.S. that
need not be fixed. Knowing that. I
won’t reinvent the wheel, But there
are a few broken spokes that need to
be repaired.
Lastly. I want to keep the standards of the fiscal decisions high in
the A.S. Over the past year we have
never rubber-stamped any proposals
and I want to make certain that continues

’ Question: How are you planning
to keep student fees at $38 per semester?
Thomas: That’s a difficult one.
We must fully utilize the resources
that we have available in order to adequately light the increase. Recently
the Chancellor’s Office put together
a special task force. This committee
consists of eight people and their duties are to investigate the overruns
and determine whether or not the
students at San Jose State University
students will have a fee increase.
Two of the eight people are students,
which is a positive step because the
Chancellor’s Office is now letting
students in on the decision -making
process, which is something that
should have been done two or three
years ago. These two students must
tell the committee members that we
are upset. that we do not want our
fees increased. We don’t want to
hear the burden of cost overruns and
mismanagement.
Question: If elected, what issues
will vim focus on?
Thomas: First and foremost, it’s
the fiscal side of A.S. I see myself as
the CFO of the Associated Students
who is held accountable to the
2/4.0(X) students who attend this university. I want to make sure that the

. .

Scott Santandrea
Sposimired Proimtini candidate

If

tractor.
I’ve lived in this area a year and a
half and there has been minimal
physical change in the appearance of
the project. What are they doing?
But it’s not students that are responsible for this Give us control of the
project and then if we mess up I can
see us paying for it. But not when we
had no oversight on it.
I would support the board in its efforts in working with the Chancellor’s Office. And if a fee increase is
imminent, which it is beginning to
look like, at least work so that the responsible parties for the overruns are
found, that they are made to pay and
reimburse the students that are paying for this now. But for us to just
pick up the hill permanently, no.
If elected, what issues will you
focus on?
Walters: The quality of education
at San Jose State. Maintenance and
expansion of curriculum, maintenance of standards. To do that we
have to go outside the university to
the high schools and junior highs because by law Cal State universities
are required to take IS percent of the
graduating class. If high school
scores drop, the quality of student at
the state university drops. So. I

Question: Why should students
vote for you?
Santandrea: Good question. To
he perfectly honest, not to he It erl
cocky. I think I am good I think I
am a good candidate. I hate ICII
dency to really throw my sell into
something I believe in. I think I am
the man for the job. My qualitica
lions aren’t that great. Admittedly .
don’t have any elected offices ileIC at
San Jose State. I think ot my sett as a
leader in organizations and ant ser.
opinionated. I think I hate a lot to
offer.

orientation leader. I saw mane things
about the campus I did not know; for
example. the Engineering Building
will be one of the finest in the Western U.S. Our business program is
one of the top-rated business pro- Daily staff writer Jim Hart Ion ducted this interview.
grams on the West Coast.

Controller

Rick Thomas
. Comooller
budget is a sound one and that
money is allocated only to programs
that the student body at large will
suppon Because I’m currently involved with the financial aspect of
the Associated Students. I have the
know-how to do so. I believe that the
A.S. has a strong growth potential
and I would like to foster that so we
can provide additional services to the
students that expand the ones we already have.

The Associated Students
controller is the organization’s
chief financial officer The
controller administers A.S. It
affairs and is responsi
Isle for the execution of all fiscal legislation.
The i.ontroller is expected to
submit a report on the status in
the A.S. general fund to the
board of directors on a ueeld
basis and to assist the president
in the preparation of the budget
message.
The controller must puhli
cite financial reports to the siu
dent body at least twice a year
The holder of the of lice performs other duties as directed
by the president.

tee. I sit on the Budget Committee
and I also have a lot of working
knowledge as to ho u the business
office operates
Also. I’ve shown a lot of integrits.
over the year. I’m sensitise toward
student groups. I have an open-door
policy to listen to anyone’s concerns
and to address their questions. I hate
the hest interest of the student body
Question: Why should students at heart and basically I’m just motivote for you?
vated to work for the students.
Thomas: First of all my. experience. Second of all my track record.
I currently sit on the Associated Stu- Daily stall writer Kilial’Illel .1,1111011
dents Special Allocations Commit - COPIIIIICled MIA interview

Jim Walters:
REAL party candidate
Editor’s note: At Spartan nail.%
press time, Erie E. Johannsen had
not been reached for an interview.
His interview will appear in a future
of the Daily.
Jim Walters is a freshman majoring in history.
Question: Why did you choose
to run for office?
Walters: I had thought about running since November and after my
experience in the Academic Senate
this year and watching the current
hoard work. I thought I was qualified to run. It’s a way for me to pay
hack a debt to San Jose State that I
owe. It’s for all the gtxxi things
they’ve done for me and now I want
to work and give back some of what
I’ve gotten
Question: How are you planning
to keep student fees at $3M per semester?
Walters: You’re asking two questions there and the unstated one is
are you opposed or in favor of increased fees for SUREC? To answer
that, no. Students should not have to
pay for this. It was a project that was
controlled out of Long Beach and
they oversaw it, Either they’re responsible or the architect who kept
ordering project changes or the con -

knov,
McCarthy said. "1
about the committee.**
"If I had been here today I %mild
have spoken and voted against this."
Boothe said of the referendum 11 lien
he returned to San Jose Wednesday
night.
McCarthy said he thought McLennan might veto the referendum. McLennan could not he reached for
comment Thursday.
A $6.5 million bond loan would
take fourteen years for SJSC ’s 2)4.000 students to pay off with an $)(
fee increase. If there is no interest on
the loan, the Rec Center will he paid
for when the children in SJSC’s
childcare center patronize it as stu
dents.
The Rec Center referendum is one
of two referenda SJSU students still
vote yes or no on in the AS elec
lions. The other asks it students
should "express disapproN
01 the
increase of parking garage rates from
75 cents to $2 per day. The referenda
appear in their entirety on this page.
People don’t think of SJSC as a
prestigious university
What we
have to do is a thing like St ’RFC to
better our image to the general public. Our first duty is to the students
hut 1 would also like to hae uui
input to make San Jose State more
attractive to people outside at the
student population.

Rick Thomas.
REAL party candidate

Thad Graham is a sophomore
majoring in political science.

Question: How are you planning
to keep student fees at $311 a semester?
Graham: I feel that the increase is
probably going to go through regardless of what happens; it seems like
the trustees have made their minds
up.
If it does go through. I am still
against it. I am all for any other alternative to raising fees. Otherwise.
the people who are paying fees
should be able to use the Rec Center
as a student a year or two after graduating. That way they will feel they
are getting something out of it, instead of paying all this money and
then graduating and not using it anymore because they are not a student.

Students will be asked to vote
either yes or no on the following
two referenda which will appear
on the ballot of the March 16 and
17 Associated Students elections:
Student Parking Referendum
Shall the Associated Students
of San Jose State University express its disapproval of the two
dollar ($2.00) a day parking fee
which has been approved by the
California State University Board
of Trustees, and is scheduled to
take effect in the fall of 198K?
Furthermore, shall the students
of San Jose State University request that a moratorium be placed
on the increase for two years and
alternatives for the generation of

Scott Santandrea:
REAL party candidate
Scott Santandrea is a sophomore majoring in finance.

Director of
Sponsored Programs

Ballot referenda

Director of
Academic
Affairs

Jim Walters
. Academic’ Affairs candantre
would like to work with programs
like EOP, ASPIRE. Upward Bound
and go out and work with high
school kids.
A recent study said college for 50
percent of California’s high school
students isn’t an option anymore.
We’ve got to change that. We have
one of the highest dropout rates in
the country. We have to keep the
younger kids in school and make
them want to go to college since the
only way you can function in the society that’s coming is with some
kind of higher education. So if we
write off all these kids, we write off
our own future.
Why should students vote for

The Associated Students dire,
tor of academic affairs submit,
proposals to the board regarding
academic policies, reporting tI
the board decisions concerning
proposed changes in acadenik
and/or administrative policies.
The director serves as a liaison
between the A.S. and student
members of the Academic Senate. The office holder also serves
as a liaison between the board and
student departmental represenia fives.
you?
Walters: [’in the most qu,il itied
candidate for this post. I hate pro% en
myself in the past year as an Academic Senator. I have served on set era’ committees on campus ALA
demic Fairness. University AIDS
Ectucat ion Committee. I’m 4:1%1T-din:tun of Student Mobilization Against
AIDS. I have a good %inking
relationship with administration.
with Associated Students and v. ith
the student body.
Daily staff writer Kara Myers conducted this interview.
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Spartans fall to Aggies in quarterfinals
Its

\Imo gomery

he Nis( men’s basketball IC:I/11 lost 80’2 to I tall State. ending all hopes of advancine in the PC AA tournament at the Fortin’ in
InelessoIid
1 he Spartans heat the t nisei-say ol Pacific 76 60 Wednesday night in the first
iound ’it tournament play allow mg Mein to
ads alive to the quarterfinals Thuisday
teritoon against the Aggies
ends it season xi ith a record ot 1415
flaw ard Ricky Berry scored 10 points at
lite halt , !wishing the game with a total ot 18
2,111ed I 1,111 Si,iie
Si,’ 11111e uII \ inert

can finishes the year with 702 points, the
first Spartan to break the 700-point harrier.
Berry seemed to he on the same pace as he
was the night before against UOP when he
scored a career -high 36 points Berry started
last night’s game with a three point basket in
the first three seconds of play . gis ing SJSU
an early lead.
The Aggies then scored the next seven
straight points.
The 6-foot -9 Thomas. starting at center in
his last game as a Spartan. scored the next
four points for SJSU. tying the game at
seven.
The Aggies held the lead until Steve
Hanes w ho finished the eame ss 101 ii iii’

hit a three-point shot with 7.30 re
maining in the half to give SJSU a 23-21 lead
- a lead it would hold until the second half.
The Spartans took a 41-38 lead into the
locker room, hut could only score seven
points to the Aggies’ 15 points within the
first 8:30 of the second half. giving Utah
State a 55-48 lead with 11:30 remaining in
the game.

15/11111,

The Spartans. possibly sensing the end of
the season was near, started to roll. With
Berry on the bench because of foul trouble.
SJSU started to score, matching the Aggies
point for point. Coach Bill Berry decided to
insert his scoring weapon with 8:00 remain tie despite Ricks siOur fouls

A ith Berry hack in. the Spartans scored
eight points to Utah State’s two. This gave
SJSU a 62-61 lead with just under 6:00 remaining in the contest.
Both teams again exchanged shots keeping it a one -point game with the lead changing hands several times in the next two minutes. Berry and guard Rodney Scott, who
finished the game with nine, hit back -tohack, two-point shots to give the Spartans a
68-65 lead with 4:30 remaining.
Utah State’s Dan Conway, who led all
scorers with 214. hit a 10-footer to cut the
lead back down to one. SJSU’s final lead of
the season.
Time was running out for coach Berry’s

troops. With six 1110111/C11 of the team in lout
trouble with four apiece. they could not he as
aggressive on defense as they might have
liked. The Spartans could only muster four
more points while the Aggies were able to
put 13 more points on the board to slant the
door.
Besides Berry. two other SJSU players
reached double figures. Thomas scoring 10
and Dietrich Waters putting in 14. Waters
also dominated the hoards. grabbing 17 rebounds.
Scott and Haney each had nine, and Anthony Perry scored eight. George Williams
came off the bench to put in six and grab six
rebounds

Men’s tennis beats New Mexico State; Allen injured
SPORTS

By Ron Haynes
,ady start writer
SIst
men’s tennis team heat
cti

\

Sidle id 2

Wedno,d,

top seed Slalcolm Allen to
minis in the process,
Moreoer, Allen was playing exttei losing the list set to the Ag- tremely well helore the setback.
Sandquist 6-3. Allen
Despite the loss of Allen and havof anted lus lel! ankle. The injury. ing to battle a strong wind. the Sparis se? 14411 enough
him to leave tans rallied to win.
lie octin
%%MI the score I-i), declarIts tough to play out here. The
tte
ihe %%inner.
w Ind was so tough." said Gavin Mcthe minty comes at a had time for Millan alter
winning 6-2, 6-4 over
lie
They are about to
Spartans
’listen.
’1’12111 d I11111.1 rip iii Southern
"My opponent didn’t put much on
11,1 a het,. they w ill lace Princeton.
- John Hubbell,
the hall and that made it even more
SC and Kentucky Each team is difficult.men’s tennis coach
McMillan said.
inked .11110111.! die 11/11 20 teams in
On the other hand. Tom Sheehan,
ht’11.111tidi
xi ho’s play mg better since coining
1(111 lIe E.11is 11I heating these tough
ankle injury. isn’t bothered by
’cams heii1111C, greater x% iii Allen
wind. He been playing in that
the
out
11 Ind tor tour years and has learned
-I might Ire out or the next t se
Paul Carbone heat Erik Dishing’ matches during doubles play when
milL lies.
said a disappointed to Ilse with it.
iuilio, could
Peralta, teamed with
"I think the wind is great. I love ton 6-2, 6-4.
\ Hen
not overcome a 7-6. 4-6, 6-3 win by
I cunt, coach John Hubbell said it. It’s a home -court advantage.’’
Gary Peralta had trouble with Sundquist and Swensk.
said Sheehan. who defeated And
\I emk 11111d he lost to the team for as
New Mexico’s Bill LeBlanc and lost
Salome 6-2. 6-3 in singles play.
its
weeks.
his
Sheehan and McMillan held on to
1-6. 7-6. and 6-2.
Roberto DiGiulio outlasted Jan
-It’. going to he a little difficult
win 6-2. 6-3 over Salome and Le
Swensk 6-2. 5-7. and 7-6.
ut without him. Hubbell said.
The Spartans lost one of three Blanc, while Carbone and Nieman
’ill

11,1

’Ifs going to be a
little difficult to win
without him (top
seed Malcom
Allen).’

SJSU fencing team members
compete in U.S. Olympic trials
It I is,
tmiy SIX’ wrier

01 the ’,1st inens tens
team displayed their talents at the
; lid I s ()ly mime fencing trials
weekend.
The trials, one of five, were held
Pierce College in Woodland Hills.
.s here 135 professionals and nonrotessionals competed against one
nother to increase their chances of
inning members of the 1988
fly mph: fencing team
lie members ot the 5.151’ ICaIll
1.11 Alielided the mats nets.. Chris
iliiii’i e. Stephen Pere,. Kurt lkerd
ii
Vinliony lanibataro Ail coin in the epee competition. Exec iii’ Dires tor Chris Warlick was in
,eI, il Mid ,lber L’Oillpe11111111s.
ci itch
L’11, 111i2
Peter Burchard.
Ii
..aid he is ranked filth or sixth in
the I S . also traxeled to the trials.
haiul ompeted in the toil and
IellIber,

New coach
benches trio
SACRAMENTO (API - The
new coach ot the Kings sass center law aim Oldham. guard Mike
X Iv( ice and rookie guard Michael
lackson don’t tit into his plans for
the team
-Those three guys won’t see
much play mg time the rest of the
season.- Jerry Reynolds said
’Tuesday . one day after he replaced Bill Russell as head coach.
"We’re gluing to go with nine
guy s, unless someone gets hurt or
there is poor performance over a
I. mg period of time.
-These changes are designed
III put us in a better position to not
only w in some more games. but
.ilso to make some accurate
onuses during the off-season

COPies
St
kinkos

t fflished 10th overall.
Warlick said although the SJSLI
members were less experienced than
their competitors. "we were all hoping to get out of the lust round.
which is one of tour.’’
Warlick was eliminated in The first
rounds of both the saber and foil.
Warlick said he was a little disappointed because he felt he could
have gotten out of the first round.
’I was hoping to get to the second
round. That’s the best I could hope
for.- Warlick said. "I was unhappy
with my performance, but then again
I didn’t come out with any victories
and that’s all that matters when
you’re trying to make it to the next
round...
Warlick said the entire competition was strange and very controversial.
PCIV/ agreed. ’’It was very biased. but I’d do it again .
Perez said he did very well considering he has only been fencing for
six months. Perez had a victory and
fenced against a guild medal winner
Inmt the Pan American Games,
Robert Staull. Pere/ said in the bout
with Staull. he got three touches in,
which is very good, because in order
to win the match, a fencer needs five
touches.
"I did better than I expected."
Pere/ said "I gained a lot of experience.’.
Pere/ said the event was very exciting, because he was able to see the
fencers Ile reads about.
!ken’ won two bouts, hut tied with
some of the competitors. He missed
going up to the next round by an indicator. which is a touch with the
sword. It was judged by touches
scored to touches received.
Zambataro had a win, and two 5-4
losses Chris Gilnuire went out in the
first round. Warlick said that Gil -

more had fenced in colligiate meets
but had never fenced in an open
meet.
"It was the first time any of us
had fenced in a circuit event.- Warlick said.
Although Burchard came in 10th.
he doesn’t believes he did well.
"I didn’t make the top four. and I
was disappointed.’’ Burchard said.
Warlick said Burchard will still
receive points toward making the
Olympic team.
For 10th he’ll have to score
higher it he wants to make the
team.- Warlick said. He added he
understands Burchard’s disappointment because of Burchards talent
Even though Burchard was disappointed with his ranking, he said he
was pleased his students were gutsy
enough to compete in the trials.
Perez and the others said they
would all do it again, because the trials are chance to see what the hest
are doing.
Warlick said in a few years, when
they’re in the running. they’ll do
much better. They said the judges
may recognize their name and he
more biased.
The next men’s Olympic trials
will he held in Philadelphia. Warlick
said smite of the members are thinking about going. hut only if they can
raise the funds. The women’s meet
will he held in Orlando, Florida this
week.
From 1976 through 1984. there
have been live Olympic fencers from
SJSU and an Olympic coach. Warlick said.
He said the club is awaiting this
month’s match with the University
of C’alifornia at Santa (’ruz.

rounded out the match winning over
Ullsten and Dishington by a score of
6-2. 6-4.
Tuesday the team traveled to Berkeley hut returned home with an addition to the loss column as the Bears
overpowered them 7-2.

Sheehan lost to Scherman by
scores of 6-2, 6-3 and is looking forward to the return match when he
might have an opportunity to redeem
himself.
"It was tough playing there.
They’re coming down here. I think it
After their "historic" win over will be a different story (then)."
UCLA last week, the Spartans are Sheehan said.
aware that teams will not take them
Berkeley’s Karl Chang won over
lightly from here onward.
Carbone 6-1, 2-6, and 6-4. And Matt
Berkeley didn’t.
Stroyman won 6-2. 6-2 over Peralia.
The Bears, a good team deep in
The Spartans didn’t do any better
talent, threw everything possible at
the Spartans and used every eligible in doubles action.
Allen and DiGuilio lost 7-6, 1-2 to
leant member available to ensure a
Hunt and Schertnan.
victory.
Sheehan and McMillan couldn’t
The Spartans got off to a good beginning. Allen heat Woody Hunt, a get it going either. They lost 6-3. 6 I
former junior Davis Cup player, by to Eisenmann and Ed Marcum.
scores of 6-7, 7-5. and 6-3.
Carbone and Neiman lost also to
DiCiuilio outlasted Berkeley’s Ei- Streeter and
Pete Fitzpatrick.
senman to win 4-6. 6-4, 6-2.
Spartan Jeff Neimann had no exAfter that. four Spartan players cuses for the team’s loss.
were unable to overcome their Berkeley opponents.
"They’re a real deep team.
Kurt Streeter defeated McMillan (There’s) not a lot of difference bein straight sets 6-3, 6-4.
tween the No. I player and the No. 6
’I just couldn’t break his serve.’
player.- Neimann said. "We played
McMillan said of Streeter.
them tough. They got the breaks

Three Wildcat players
on all -conference team

49ers bid
for game
in London
SAN FRANCISCO (API The San Francisco 49ers have put
in a hid to play an exhibition
game in London’s Wembley Stadium, according to a published
report.
The San Francisco Chronicle
reported in editions on Thursday
that Coach Bill Walsh, who opposed such games in the past. has
changed his mind.
Walsh’s earlier opposition was
based on his belief that the trip,
which includes a week of practice
in London, was too much of a
disruption of training camp.
However. Walsh told the
newspaper cm Wednesday that
talks with teams that played in
London the last two years convinced him otherwise.
"I think it’s proven to be a
very positive experience for everybody." he told the Chronicle
by telephone from Maui. where
he is attending the NFL competition committee meeting.
"Those that we’ve spoken with
about it have found they can actually practice there and can actually make some progress in the
development of the team. as well
as play the game.- he said
"That was our concern initially..
"Now, we’ve found the teams
practice against each other, 11111,11
is ideal. They do have pm
and security in their
So, other than the travel, it s
very feasible endeavor. ’
The team has notified the NFI.
that is it interested in playing this
summer’s game and league off i
cials are giving the 49ers "strong
considerat it .
the newspaper
said.
pracn.ci

Ariz. t AP.) - Junior
torward Sean Elliott was named the
Pacific -10 Conference’s player of
the year and was one of three University of Arizona players on the !Oman all -conference basketball team
announced Thursday.
Arizona Coach Lute Olson, who
guided the Wildcats to a 28-2 regular
10 mark
season record and 17-1
in winning the league title by five
gatnes, was named the conference’s
coach of the year - his second such
honor in three seasons.
Elliott, who averaged 18.5 points,
six rebounds and 3.5 assists per
game while hitting on 57.2 percent
of his shots, was joined on the all league team by teammates Steve
Kerr. a senior and one of six guards
picked to the team by the Pac-10’s
coaches, and junior forward Anthony. Cook.
Elliott was a repeat selection from
last season. Kerr was a 1986 all -conference pick and sat out last season
with a knee injury.
Stanford junior guard Todd
Lichti. averaging 19.3 points a game
this season, was chosen to the all conference team for the third time.
Other repeaters were Oregon
guard Anthony Taylor, the only
other senior named and the conference’s leading scorer with a 20.4point average. and UCLA junior
guard Jerome "Pooh" Richardson,
averaging 6.9 assists and 11.7
points.
Also named to the team were forwards Trevor Wilson of UCLA. a
sophomore who led the conference
in rebounding (9.4). and Howard
Wright of Stanford, a junior. who
averaged 15.9 points and led with a
63.4 percent field goal average.
Others were sophomore guards
Gary Payton of Oregon State, who
led the league with 7.3 assists, and
Eldridge Recasner of Washington

ON JOUR
from Portland, Oregon

"THE MOST OPENLY
SEXUAL FILM IN
AGES. AND ONE OF
THE SANEST."

Friday, March 11, 1988
12 303 00pm
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Kristan Aspen
flute
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...a visual force and
beauty that put it in a class
Of ill own?’
- Michael Srawax,
SAN FRANCISCO EXAMINER
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Rediscovering women in history,
returning the Muse to Must.
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WOMEN’S WEEK 1988
’CELEBRATING LIFE, EMBRACING OUR VISIONS’

MEATH!
CALLSHOWTImt

FOR

SPONSORED BY S.J.S.U. AS. &
THE WOMEN’S RESOURCE CENTER

4

No centers were selected.
Kerr, who averaged 12.7 points
and hit on 60 percent of his 3 -point
shots, said the selection of three Arizona players and Olson as coach of
the year "just shows what kind of
year we’ve had."
He added. "It was pretty much
expected. It’s aliat too had that (Arizona senior center) Tom Tolbert
couldn’t be on the team. But there
are a lot of deserving players."
Elliott said. "I really thought
Steve (Kerr) had an honest chance at
the (player of the year) award. It
feels pretty good."
Kerr said Elliott is "head and
shoulders above everybody in this
league. and I think (picking) anybody else would be ridiculous."
He said he personally was pleased
at being selected a second time.
After being honored two seasons
ago. he tore ligaments in his right
knee in July 1986 at the World
Championships Game while playing
for the gold medal -winning U.S.
team. coached by Olson.
"There was a lot of question
whether I could come hack at the
same level." Kerr said.
Cook led the league in blocked
shots, averaging 2.2 a game and was
second in field goal percentage.
Olson said the selections represent
"a good, solid ball club. There are
always going to be some who certainly might have been deserving.
hut I didn’t see anyone that shouldn’t
he on there."
Named to the freshman team:
guards Will Brantley of Oregon
State, Gerald Madk ins of UCLA and
Ryan Drew of California, and forwards Ronnie Coleman of USC and
Mike Hayward of XVishington
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SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
for SJSU student, faculty and staff
organizations. Items may be sub
milted on forms in the Daily office.
Dwight Bente! Hall Room 208, but
will not be accepted over the phone.
The deadline for the next day’s
ooper is noon.

formation call 924-8530.
Spartan Tennis Club: Tennis meeting. Friday, 2:00-5:00 p.m. at South
Campus Courts. For more information call 277-8262.

Worship Service Lutheran Campus Ministry. Sunday. 10:45 a.m.
Chapel at 300 S. 10th St. For information call 298-0204.
Worship and Mass Newman Center. Sunday, 6:30 and 8 p.m. Chapel
at 300 S. 10th. For information call
928-0204.

Electrical Engineering Department: Discussion of LEDs and lasers for fiber optics. 12:30-1:30 p.m.,
S.U. Almaden Room. For information. call 924-3950.
Student Affiliates of the American
Chemical Society: Speaker - Visual Information Processing from
Chemistry to Perceptions. 1:30 p.m.
Duncan Hall 505. For information,
call 924-2502.
The Pre-Medical Student Association: Bill Rainey, Chief pharmacist from Good Samaritan Hospital
will be speaking on the misuse of
drugs in our society. 1:30 p.m. Duncan Hall 249.

Kemp quits
GOP race
(API
Republican presidential
hopeful Jack Kemp quit the race
Thursday, saying "we may have
suffered a defeat but our principles
have not." Gary Han may be ready
to drop out for a second time on the
Democratic side, as the shrinking
field of candidates converged on Illinois, scene of the next big campaign
test.
Kemp was crushed in the Super
Tuesday landslide of Vice President
George Bush. who rejoined the campaign trail today after taking a day
off to rest and celebrate.
"I am folding my tent, but I plan
to continue to carry the flag," said
Kemp, the New York congressman
and former pro football quarterback
who had hoped to win the GOP nomination as the conservative heir to
President Reagan. whose economic
programs have included many of
Kemp’s ideas.
"I ran for the presidency to ensure
that the torch that we lit in 1980 in
Detroit would bum even brighter
and light the way into the 1990s,"
Kemp said.

MONDAY
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority:
Group, Monday and Tuesday
6:00-10:00 p.m.. Afro-American
Studies Building. For more information call 972-9945.
Alpha Lambda Delta: Informational Meeting. 11:45 a.m.. Almaden
Room, Student Union. For more information call 262-9172.
Arnold Air Society: Blood Drive,
March 14-18, 10:00-4:00, Student
Union. For more information call
723-7831.
SJSU Tae Kwon Do Club: Practice, every Monday and Wednesday,
7:30-9:15 p.m., SPX 202. For more
information call 258-9800.
Black Masque, Honors Society:
Accepting applications for the Fall
’88 and Spring ’89 year. For more
information call (415) 968-3259 Or
(408) 924-3509.
Study

Society of Latino Engineers & Sci-

Regular meeting. 1:30-2:30
p.m. Engineering Building 335. For
more information, call 924-3895.
Associated Students: Accepting
applications for the Ad Hoc Child
development committee to work on
the "Week of the Young Child."
Applications available in the A.S.
office. For more information, call
924-6240.
Theatre Arts: Guest artist from
Stanford, Bill Eddelman on European Design. Friday. 12:30 p.m. at
the Unversity Theater. For more in-

entists:

MECha

(Chicano/Latino

*WAWA’ STEW 1491,14,5
WAS VaEN1GY /41101/C1E0
EV 1q fV15/ht, ALIEN

Organ.): Raze Day Meeting. 4:1.X1
p.m. at the Chicano Library Resource Center, WIN 307. For more
information call 298-2531.
SJSU Art Galleries: "See Saw" art
exhibition. Gallery 2 of Art dept..
March 14-24. For more information
call 924-4328.
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STUDIO.
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FINISHED
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
be).
yed

NEED

MEDICAL

INSURANCE, We
have plans with quality coverage

at affordable pric. Call Mark FIT
Ice Washington National Insurance. (408)943-9190 to,. no obligation quote
PRIVATE ADOPTION where to begin,
Information for couples end sin
gles wishing to adopt Pregnant
mothers -you
have
choice
Please call (408)3384253
STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now’ Save your loath eyes
and money too For information
and br.hure see A S
call (408)3714V,

office or

WE DON T NAVE THE ANSWERS. but
that. OK We are a church comi

h ot

:11

ol

lush.
Art -

munity that vakies the Individual
search for one own truth The
FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH of
San Jose otters creative service,.
stimulating diecuselon, & opportunities for social action We are
located at 160 N 3rd St Join OR
Sundays alit Soon call 292-3458
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Call
Gene Mites at 1415I 494-2937 until
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72 DATSUN 1200

automatic

itecl.

cond 1750 ho Call 926-1724 ask
for Mike leave messege
65 VW BUG classic ExRn cond gcl
for student $1300 ho Call 9984060 292.5990 alter 7PM

COMPUTERS

404 S 3rd Si 2 Call 295-1806
Special 6% onto, SJSU with ID

FOR SALE
WARS

21%

ITEM

Limited edition REVENGE of the
kerne
Jedi
poster
Incl..
150050

Call

Bill

el

374-9520

THE BREAD 1r ROSES BOOKSHOP is
unique bookstore specializing
in books on history. current
events. labor

t.nt

Chicanos.

Black Americans.
AsianAnpricans

N. g.
’t

Marxism
Written by
Blacks, Chicanos. Asians labor
activists. Marxists We also ha.
In English. Soviet texts In the so.
clot ed... You wont End our

Ill

books. posters and records In
Oils., stores in the valley In addl
lion w have fiction and chg.

Ire

Ill

rid

women.

Oren books Located at 950 S
First Si . San Joelt13 blk..9lboT
210) Call 294-2930 for hair.

HELP WANTED
A 0000 DEAL of exposure ripens everything when aearching for lob
INTERLINE can get you that eepo
sure We will lake your resume
and Ille it in an online dal...
for prospective employers to rexamine Thla service is FREE for
ltd Ern only For more info. contact Steve IP. at (401)277.4515
BABYSITTER NEEDED MWF 10AM-1
PM Cali 924-5610 948.3899 Must
be SJSU stud.nt 04 hr
RUBBLE MACHINE CAR WASH. 1090
SarstogaSunnyviele Rd Contort
Mendi Sladat al 996.2592 flee
, no .p nee Full part time
CAREER

Callender.
for new.

is

OPPORTUNITY

with

3od

largest insurance company We
need reliable stable people Inter.
rested in owning their own business We provide sales & man
agernent training II guarenteed
Income when qualified Call Devid
Zoeller or Dick Adams at 371
4683
COUNSELOR -GROUP HOME for as
thetic children Varied hours Call
Monday through Frklay, 9-5PM
377.5412 377.1494
DEVELOPMENT YOURS A SJSU S.
Learn communications stills to
help yourself
than apply the
shills to help SJSU provide .
dernic programs interested’ Call
Mitch et 924 1129
DINNER SHIFT WAITRESS part fir. at
Minato Japanese Rest San Jose
Japan... Call Mac 008-9711
EULIPIA RESTAURANT is hiring
welters for lunch 11 dinner
Great student (ob’ Call 280-6161
3741, 1st Si .San Jo.
PAINTERS
HOUSE
wonted for full & part-time positions Hours can be tailored to MI

EXPERIENCED

Requires

2 yrs experience in
stores. ship rec or equiv plus
o bllity in lilt 50 itm. fork 1111 certifi-

always

.thuslastie
workers to toin our teem Apply at
2831 Meridian Ave . or call 2657130 for appointment
FOOD

SERVICE

PERSONNEL
Catering by Coast is
seeking
PT employee
*flex
schedule Exp preferred but not
required Please 0.11867-2700

wanted"

cate

tors seek totnlgn nationals with
Wet hand knowledge of economic. business. scientific. rod
polItIcal conditions in horne country for consulting assistance For
into, send resume to BCS Intl
700 St Marys PI . Suite 1400, San
Antonio, Tx
642-5254

07 00-18 60 hr

Call

MalI
MAKE-OVERS’
ir
females
needed for Hair Show 3-1621
Hair cutting, coloring. permanent
wares For info (415)886-1117

drivers

li-

(7AM-I1AM daily) shipping receivIng clerk Requires 2 yrs
wiper In shipping, receiving and
cycle audit Call (4151 424.5928
We ere an equal opportunEy Oen
WRY.’

preschool Hrs 2.6PM weekdays
Pays $5 hr
6 units of ECE required Come play with us Call
286-08113 ask for Meg
TELEMARKETING" Appointment set
ting Pert time. S200 WE POSSIB LE, DAILY CASH Walking di. lance horn campus Afternoon
everting

shifts avarlable Good
voice 11 personality Call Jerry at
998-4526
THE SAN JOSE SYMPHONY seek, articulate.energetic personalities
for fundraising 8 ...on pronto.
Eon

Hrly wage

commissions

Call Bee. Mon-Fri at 287-73113
TRAINING SPECIALIST

care
stall needed for midential facilities for adole.ents and young

OVERNIGHT RES STAFF NEEDED for
Excel
adolescent girls home

Direct

adults with autism A related dise
bIlitlas FT PT positions avoilable
al
wirly weekday mornings

PART-TIME CHILDCARE POSITIONS
available immediately 15411hr

ternoons weekends 8 overnight
shifts 84-1725 hr Call for appli

Northern Calllornia N.M.. (415)
149-2933

cations II information 374-6224

FULL TIME JOBS avail.
able’ Never I. Call BEST Tern.
pasty Services 914-1340 for de-

PART-TIME

secretaries,
file

Typists

receptionists.

labor..,

VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIVISION has
full time opening. for automated
VAC EOPMT OPRS on ming
shift graveyard & weekend shrft
ics. electronic or m.hanical
or.tatIon and U S citizen re
quir.1 Call 415-493.1800 exi
445

PART-TIME POSITIONS AVAILABLE.
City of San Jo. The CEy of San
Jose Is accepting applications for
tip following part time positions
LIFEGUARD. 15 40-$11 57 hr Requires advanced lifesaving certiftcal.. CPR and First AM INSTRUCTOR -LIFEGUARD 16 2007 53 hr Requires water sefety in-

0 start Outdoor
WEEKENDS44 hr
sales Lawn .rtion and fertilize
lion sew. Start this Saturday
Call Green Thumb Lawn ServiceSunnyvale at 732-4443

atructIon card... CPR and
First Aid OPEN WATER LIFE.

HOUSING

GUARD $7 0748 59 hr Requires
high school grad end 1 season
Al. re
eepertenc as lifeguard

AFFORDABLE 2 BEDROOM 1 BATH"

quires advenced ithesaving certftirate, CPR and FEW Aid ASS T
SWIM POOL MANAGER $6 90. 35h1 Requires 2 seasons ev
perienee as liNguerd swim in.
structor or swim pool manager
and WSI, CPR and Flpi Aid SWIM
POOL

MANAGER

09 24

$11 23 hr Requires 3 swoons e
pertence In swim pool mgrnt. life
guarding or swimming in.truction

Carport walk to campus no pets
1596 ’no Call 224-3939 280-8840
Licensed perk
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 1 bedroom I
bath, oft str.1 parking 1475 Cali
224-3939 28645840,
agant

cate, CPR and First Aid Work per
mit If under 18 yrs of sae
CONCESSIONAIRE
558881 27 hr Requires high school

Ord. call Lynn at 9961935
2 BDFIM apt

... plus CPR and First Aid
Apply City of San Jose Personnel
Dept . 601 N First St . lern 207.
San Jose Ca 95110. phone 277.
4204
PSSST HAVEN T YOU HEARD YET,
We’re homing blast .1 19. SJSU
T OP

Valuable ...nee. good
pay. Ray hours, good location
bonus games wild training etc
Call us 424 1129

for rent nr

campus
wecurity deposit Car

0550 my
port walk to campus 279 8025

PERSONALS
ELECTROLYSIS
CLINIC."
UN
WANTED HAIR removed forever
Confidential
335 S
Baywood

echoer, .hedules but must have 7
mornings weak opening aval1.
obility
non.smokers interested
cell at 446-5636

T E
CAL’

WCIULD LIKE to find WOMAN to live
with handicapped man tor corn
pankonallip For MI call (Plan ai
296-2J08

SERVICES
treatment Sc
part of research propel If you
Imive had low beck pain for more

th. 6 montha and are 20-55
yews old, plea. call Pelmer Col.
lags of ChiroprecticWest 81 14001

to POD. 53347 S J 66153

move your unwanted heir (chin
blkinl tummy moustache. etc)

OFFICERS PROCESS
SERVERS" FT PT security MIT

cora- all shifts FT PT evening
process teerven We will train
Apply in person Man -Fri IIAM4PM 260 Meridian Ave SJ .268
5880
SECURITY RECEPTION all ehifts It pl
05-541hr to start Full ben.tls no

B lvd

ulty Cali before May 31 1988 and
get your first spot at 1 2 price
Urnvented Par Dieeppoiers With
My Care Owen Omicron RE
5844800, 1845 5 Be.om IC
Heir Today Gone TOON0frow
EVECARE

AT SUNRISE

EYEWEAR

Frame and lenses from 037’ Dr
Christopher Cabrera DO Quality
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MAKE. ME ?

namese Spanish & Chine.

to,

electronically to friends & CUB
tomer.
The system is user
friendly call 993-7320 TODAY

MATH -PHONE

Math

problems

solved tutoring by phone at any
level Sessions 1 4 to 1 hour Call

4.1Mr=772..

"I’AHE". cir-IME
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DOM
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i
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get and deluxe packages from
1299 You k.p the negatives Call
Cherries! 274-6099
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DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel formerly of KSJS
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for your wedding party or dance
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5036
WEDDING

Ixtect

our moat 15 or
PLACE I NNW
40PE IAD to

r

Ghostwriting All sub.ts Oual
Mod *Map Resumes Re-writ
log Catalog Berkeley (415) 841,

YOUR

YOU 5M YOUR LAST JOB WM
OF TIE UNITED KINGDOM

it

xt.
’rrx
t X
i 1

at reasonable rales Call Desiree
or Phri at 249-2620 or 922.7359

CM 50 WED OF i’L9PM3 ros0 COM
FO CAPPITY [VOUS X MET, WINS
9 KERS 306. BUT kellfaCtIE DEW T
WOE ANY 061116145 riaiworumrpg
Pep MR akEARTNEY MDR 1 NEED
INIOTICR MEMO 9NGER
a 7
Mille

,.

,.

You,. 901 the party we ye 901
the music’ Michel Productions

WRITING

Wanda Folk

Laugh Lines

(4151 798-64"
PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORIES’ Let me
capture your wedding ’memories
with quality photos for less" Bud-

PHOTOGRAPHED

by

professional high quality
budget price free information
Call 371.7887 ask for SJSU dfs

with papers. reports. Mesas (es-

retarial service for all your WORD

pecially science) etc at 2514449

processing needs Graphics let.
tors, manuscripts, reports. rit-

ACADEMIC

ACHIEVEMENT.

TYPING WORD PROCE
RESSING Thesis work a specialty Experience counts Group
papers welcome Standard A MEr.
crae... transcription

ACCOUNTABILITY
ACKNOWLEDGEABLE in typing that tops
Trust TONY 296.2087 Thanks

Oise storage and generous STU.
DENT DISCOUNT 17 years woe... Call Chrystal 01 923.946?

SI 50 per page double spaced
Available seven days weekly
Quick turnaround All work guar

APA FORMAT, term paper. thesis wel
corned 10 years typing word processing sperlence Letter quality

count

TYPING
AAAA-ACCURACY,

ante. Thanks

printing

A A-1 SECRETARY

with computer

Close to school

Availoble night

Very competitive rates
discount with
Students receive
ID Access Data --281-4982 ask for
21,40158

and day Rush lobs ere my spec,
al. Call Pam at 1408i 225-

surnes. Pon papers. the.s We
Iso provide disk storage editing.
gremmar and spell checking,

PROCESSING
Thesis specialists Also term papers ...scripts screenplays

protects
welcome
Ouality guaranteed On campus
pickup delivery Call 1406) 27.-

needs this semester
8 30
m
00 pm

264-4504

3664 (Pave mits.ged

DO IT WRITE’ Word processing 20
years experience resumes le1.
ler., mailing lists books articles

5942

Proofreading.

...liable
Reasonable rate. Call Anne 578-

’yr.q our speciMy Free proofing drsk storage
Reasonable
We re fast dependable grammar... college grads So call us

editing

6539 (San Jose)
DO YOURSELF A FAVOR’ Take advents. 01 001 imperil. Top sec -

Genie, 243 4070
SUCCESS

L

R WORD PROCESSING full typing service Great rat.’ Call Lon
(408)727-3435 24HR

TERM PAPERS Bv MAIL ’ We take
your draft ail & type you party &

EDITORIAL SERVICE Typing
writing assistance editing typing

r.vERGREEN
WORDPROCESSING
Term papers SI 75 p dbl sp and
prooliEl Small business letters
mailing lists

fivers

of reports thews etc
Laser
on.. Affordable .curate dependable Only 12 monutes from
campus Pickup available Sally al

newsletters

Instructor

pets and /MSC reports Resumes
and cover letters Free spelling
check
Letter quality printers

business legal word
processing needs Term papers,
resumes

lellef

group

propels. manuals theses Pc All
Kadernic formats 11. API Fr.
SPELCHEK punc
grammar assistance All

RATES".
246.5633

WORDPROCESSING

REPORTS

1329
WORD

PROCESSING

CAMBRIAN

AREA" 15 yrs experience Cheap

Sunnyvale

and last’ St 25 per page double
Spaced St 75 per page single
space Call 879-9254

CESSING’,

Print

WORD
PRO12 years secretariat

--1
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Fact, Additional Line Add $ 80
Print Name

5 9

Semester Rates (All Issues)
inns $46 00

10-14 LIneS $63 00

15 Plus Lines

Address

Phone

City &

Zip

$80.00

Phone: 924-3277

State

Enclosed is $

Circles Classification:
Announcements

_

SIND CHECK. MONEY ORDER

Lines

Days

Cleisthed Dash brutal Oulu* 086708

OR CASH TO

Help Wanted

Services

Automotive

Housing

Stereo

Computers

Lost and Found

Travel

San Jose State University

For Sale

Personals

Typing

San Jose

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS

California 95192

ier

tors resumes manuscripts legal
Editing sweilable Have two de
gree Reasonable rates Call 578

Competitive rates 735-8845 ISuel

PROFESSIONAL

disk ...qv
Potion

TYPING1" RE ASONABL
Cali PiVrTi et ie.,
Santa Clara area

NEED HELP", Call S 0 S ". P sperm
enced professional typing sem.
Ice tor arm papers group pro.

academic
reports

get down
nser nulpul & spell
proofed Call Dinat Pubs et 945
3941 977 7999 beeper

251-4665

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your

Proles

ENTERPRISE "

sooner typing & hus.neeli &Pry
ices Fast reasonable I new me
university Call 292,4047

LUCID

work guaranteed Cassette tran
available
Almaden.
scription
Brants,. area 7 days we. Cali

ABSTRACT WE RE NOT letter quality
accuracy ....into. Academic

OYPING
RESUMES
skRiTiNG Bay
areas I service 40 years experience
Consultations
Career
Seminars All lob areas Career

word Call PJ al 923-2309

5825

API former term papers theses.
resume IL cover P.m I look
forward In serving your typing
Hrly rates
Jane 251

students All work guaranteed
Specializing in word perfect and

resumes repetitive letters tr..
.ription Er. SPELCHEK copy
edit disc storage Quick turnaround Santa Clara Call 246-

ACCURATE ACCOM.
PLISHED Typist SpecielizIng in
all academic typing including

ABSOLUTELY

small
Rale
Sturlenf
512 50 hr Reg 51 II 00 hr Hours
II 30-5 PM I/Memnon hours by
ppOintrnenti Call unt,a al R22
4992

LASERJET OUTPUT Years of experience serving SJSU faculty and

WORD

No rob Ion large or

WO

FACULTY DISCOUNTS’
GOOD TYPIST" Reasonable rates
Call Eva at 251-6285 or 272.5033
Will ’,KIR-Upend Oellve

253-WORD Of 253-WORK
ENTERPRISE

esperience

247-2681 (Santa Clare) STUDENT

or printing
PS Law printing
from your disk Special discount
ter teculty and students Call
Printy s WORDWORKS at 14061

CALL LINDA TODAY. Avokl ths rush’
Reserve now for your term papets group protects theses. etc
Professional word processing
Ire, disk lorage Quick return. all

5025 225-9009

work guaranl.d For that prof....I quick a dependable worry.
free .rvice at Its best with IF’
FORDABLE RATES call PAM at

15% discount to students and foe

Scoff

Apply VAN.

CAPABLE

mORrAt, MEN

FREE TRIAL PERIOD,. Voice Line
Thence method to communicate

244-8907 wtension 401

lwaiding or using chemical 4.0111
WE. Let me permanently no

SECURITY

MAI

N051

9th. cell 995-0488 We speak Viet-

0000 LUCK &gainer
cheer for you DL

E.
ce11.1 opportunity Seod resume

experience ne.led
GUARD SECURITY

and Medical
coined SJSU student.
staff always have 10% on Call for appt
now," 405 E Santa Clara St at

B ARE IT ALL, Stop shaving. Leasing

SAl ES PT FT financial .rvices

A

’LZAVE 1HAT , AR-root,11,51:101’4E!

week Insurance
are warmly .1.

11400 TICKETS WANTED for San Fran
cl.o show . Parch 29th, Ask
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She-boom, she-boom

Author: Daly speaks about new book
From page I
product of modern architecture
windowless, airless, lifeless structures which reflect the intellectual
and moral gravity/depravity of its
designers and owners." Examples
included hospitals and state universities.
A "blobular." again according to
describes something
"Wickedary
or someone as having the characteristics of a blob; blohlike and liking
blobs. Daly’s example? Blob Hope.
Also in this section. Daly compares her meanings with a Websters
dick -dictionary’s. For example, the
word "flapper."
According to Webster’.’ this
means one that flaps; a part that
hangs or droops. According to
"Wickedary." flapper means one
obsessed with his flapper; the part
that hangs or droops. Example:
Freud.
When Daly continued with even
more colorful definitions and examples. she explained that she’s "not
only a member of the lunatic fringe,
I’m on the fringe of the lunatic
fringe."
Although there were light moments like this. Daly’s point was serious.
"(Women) have been crippled
into not trusting our own minds. I
think that seeing through it all is nee -

’(Women) have been crippled into not
trusting our own minds. I think that seeing
through it all is necessary.’
Mary Daly,
feminist author
essary. Laughing out loud. cracking
it, knowing your own disgust" is the
way to break free from all restraints,
Daly said.
She explained those restraints
Wednesday night and in her fourth
book "Pure Lust."
The first is "the invented need to
belong. To belting to a man, or a
family, or a church. or a sorority.
This pens us in. ’Be’ longing. what
(women) really have at our core. is
not a need tai belong, but we have a
’Be’ longing. The longing to ’he.’
the longing, the lust for happiness."
The second restraint that boxes
women in is "the need to be befriended. What we really lust for is
’Be’ friending, and that is the lust to
share (our) happiness.’
The final restraint is the "need to
be bewitching to be feminine, to
he charming. Charming originally
meant the (ability) of a witch to cast

a spell. Rather than being bewitching. I say ’Be’ witching."
"Witch," according to "Widedary." means "one who is in harmony with the rhythms of the universe: Wise Woman. Healer; one
who exercises transfonnative powers: Shape -shifter: one who wields
powers of aversion
Labrys like
averting disaster,
and attraction
warding off attacks of demons and
Magnetizing Elemental Spiritual
Forces."
Daly. who has written hour other
hooks, "The Church and the Second
Sex." "Beyond God the Father.
"Gyn/Ecology" and "Pure Lust" is
currently working on a new hook.
She wouldn’t say what the title
was, but she described the book as
"absolutely wonderful."
Daly teaches feminist ethics in the
department of theology at Boston
College.

Lottery: Director wants clubs to benefit
Front page /
Committee, feels the new committee
is a good idea.
"A lot of proposals from different
areas is good because we get a
chance to choose from many quality
proposals." Robinson said.
on reen
staff photographer
The Academic Senate Lottery
Coleen Douglas of She-boom raps about the sign
Week. She-boom is made up of 10 women playing
Committee
is made up of II memof the times at a performance during 11 omen’s
African and Afro-Cuban rhythms.
bers including school administration. faculty and two students.
Before the proposal reaches the
Academic Senate committee, it must
he approved by Academic Vice President Arlene Okerlund.
"I think it is a good idea," OkerThere are two research opportuniFaculty members who have not to the newsletter, which includes
lund said. "I would like to meet with
submitted a proposal for a sponsored sponsor identification. proposal pre- ties for students, both graduate and them to discuss guidelines set for
project will soon benefit from a iv, 0 - paration. Foundation assistance, and undergraduate, according to the (lottery- funding
).
proposal grant management. About 40 partici- newsletter. These include the Navy
hour.
three -session
Proposals then go to the commitCenter Research which provides
workshop to be sponsored by the pants are espected in each session.
tee which decides which proposals
The new .letter is lurther announc- "opportunities to conduct hands-on will go on to
SJSU Foundation.
President Gail FulAccording to the foundation’s re- ing the as ailability of more than 20 research in advanced simulation and lerton’s
office for final approval.
search newsletter, the sessions will grants, fellow ships and awards for training systems technology."
According to California state law,
be held on March 22 in the Student research in library database, educaThe other is on resources conser- proposals seeking funding must he
Union Guadalupe Room from 8:30- tion, nuclear energy, preservation of
vation. mainly for graduate students of an instructional nature.
I 010 a.m., April 7 in the Student human resources. cognitive funcSISt ’ sindents h
their ifvkn
who are "interested in environmenUnion Almaden Room from 9:30- tioning and aging. Other topics of intal policy issues."
11:30 a.m. and on April 13 from terest include teaching humanities in
The release is asking all interested
2:30-4:311 p. in in the Student Union elementary and secondary schools,
Costanoan Room.
curriculum development. criminal candidates to contact the Foundation
ail
lice
as soon as possible.
Contents of instruction for each tustice, inhalation hazards and sav S.
session will be the same, according ings institutions.
rut page I
/tices they made slanted public opinion strongly on their side and this
public sympathy created a substantial division in Isreali circles. Pritom pinfe I
SJSt ’ students.
with what he had.
mack said.
Apartment owner Mary Farrel
a problem to students.
He added that this trend has even
The
committee
said
the
city
of
the
l
’PO
Lt. Shannon Maloney
said. "The drug task force did its
caused "people in Israel to resign
said. "Burglary is a drug related sib. We have been kept from total should hire the 22 additional officers their commissions because they- have
crime and we see a lot of that.’ But. loss of control, hut we need to keep proposed in the 14fiX-X9 budget.
refused to serve on the West Bank.
he added his department’s "primary fighting."
"But once terrorism has been inThe report concluded. "Drugs
turisdiction is the state property ."
The committee asked for re- permeate our society. Apartment terjected int() the struggle by the
not the outlying areas.
instatement of police officers on the buildings are not immune. Drug use PLO. he said. "it has destroyed the
We have arrested students and drug task 1Orce.
and sales can and do occur in rental sacrifices they have made and furThe drug task force lost half its of- properties. If ignored the problem ther reduced the opposition in Israel
non -students for theft. typically, we
find that non -students are the ones ficers in January when it went into a festers and gets out of control. Reso- to resolve the situation."
arrested for being under the influ- ’maintenance mode.’’ McNamara lution (il this devastating problem is
These terrorist attacks by the
said.
ence2 Maloney said.
possible only through effective lead- PLO, Primack believes. convince
San Jose Police Chief Joseph Mc"We don’t have the resources to ership and concentrated public ef- him that the PLO is not ready tor
Namara said he thought the effect of continue the task force at full force at fort. We owe it to ourselves and our peace talks. For this reason. he said
drug -related crime was devastating this time." McNamara said. But. he community to put oi the effort and that it cannot be a spokesman for
on all segments of the eitv . includint! added. he vi mild continue I Oiling tight the drill! in)’.-. ii
Palestine. adding that "since the
PLO has impaired its effectiveness.
Israel would not be happy to sit at a
conference table with that organization."
He said that the PLO is not sutler
civil
service
workCentral Valley
FRLSNO (AP) The state of
comparable employment levels in ing from leadership problems, hut its
goal
the
of
17.2
per
4.700
met
force
to
hire
about
has
the
private
sector
and
the
average
needs
California
actions and any attempt to come up
Hispanics to bring the government’s cent. or the figure of Hispanics in the monthly salary of 52.276 for the last with an alternate leader ends in faileight years.
workforce in line with minority em- state’s private sector labor force.
ure. Yasser Arafat is the current
But Hispanic state workers in the
ployment levels in the private sector.
leader.
valley are below the 22.4 percent ot
a state official said.
Primack attributed the recent
"We do have a concern that upper Hispanics in the valley’s private secmove by the minister of defense.
level management positions for His- tor. said Pere/.
Sharon. into heavily Arab-populated
"The Central Valley should he a
panics. They’re virtually nonexisareas as one of the causes of the retent," charged Moises Pacheco of role model for state hiring" because From page I
cent outbreak of violence. He termed
Cafe de California Inc.. a Hispanic of the region’s large Hispanic pop- sities that have similar technology this as a blatant violation of Israeli
ulation. said Pere/. His study found for disabled students.
civil rights group.
laws.
"I know ICS1.1) Fresno has this
Aggressive outreach programs that Hispanic stale workers mostly
Second. the people in the occuthe
in
lower
clustered
system,
but
not
very
many
other
uniHispanic
"are
level
bring
must be stepped up to
pied territories were never happy and
versities do." Moore said.
women into the state’s workforce, classes and semi -skilled labor. ’
this also contributed to the outbreak
There must he more promotional
"I don’t think anyone else has the of demonstrations, he said. Calling a
especially in supervisory and manare
proposing, terrorist a terrorist. Primack said that
we
agement .iobs. said Jose Pere/, man- opportunities for Hispanics. the fast- additions
ager of the hoard’s Hispanic employ- est growing ethnic minority in the though." he added.
"a Palestinian with a hand grenade
state, the study said.
Patricia Phillips. A.S. director of in a bus is no better than an Israeli
ment program.
"Employers need to he more con- non-traditional minority affairs, has
A state Personnel Board hearing
held Tuesday in Fresno focused on scientious of the ones coming up the worked with DSA and is excited
about the idea.
Hispanic groups’ complaints about ranks.** said Pere/.
This will enable students with a
Arnold() Torres, legislative advothe lack of Hispanics in state jobs
Pere/ said Hispanic hiring in the cate for Cafe de California. said the disability to write on the computFREE PARKING.
ers."
Phillips said. "This (unit) will
lost
$1
have
billion
state’s Hispanics
1980
make
keyboards
unnecessary
by
rebecause
since
the
in income
group lacked adequate representa- placing them with microphones.
Ai
al
"This is really an important protion in state government jobs. He
based his estimate on the number of gram. I feel very good about it,"
Hispanic employees needed to meet Phillips added.
Users of SJSU’s Health Sers it es
opinions
their
voice
to
invited
are
Monday morning to a meeting rut the
WOMEN’S GYMNASTICS
Accreditation Association tor Ain
hulatory Health Care, which is inspecting the clinic.
A positive review of the clinic
* Sponsored by Spartan Shops *
could lead to its "accreditation. a
0:1,
March 12 7:00 pm Spartan Gym
status that assures patients that the
facility meets the association’s high
Michigan State * Boise State * San Jose State ae ’
standards of health care.
Anyone wishing to praise or crit2020 Camden Ave.
icize the service should call Carol
March 19 7:00 pm Spartan Gym
Ticket Info
Zitic le. Health Services Medical SecSan Jose, CA 95124
Monday
Spartans vs. Cal State Fullerton
retary. and attend a meeting
(408) 377-8786
924 FANS
in Health Services Building room
Ad Compliments of SJSU Associated Students
mot I helm, A me pnontsm
2014 at 9:(X) a.m.

SJSU Foundation offers seminar

Conflict

Committee: Renters face discrimination

ideas on how to spend the money..
"I think they should put the
money toward the Rea: Center so our
tuition isn’t raised. said Paula Bariota. a junior majoring in journalism.
"Or maybe another parking garage." Barzola added.
Ron Jussen. a senior majoring in
business. and Joseph Zampko. a junior majoring in advertising. agree.
"Why don’t they pay for the Rec
Center and keep tuition down?" Jussen asked.
"I’d definitely say parking. The
problem is so bad. Zampko said.
Some students have different
ideas. though.
"They should get sonic better
hooks in Ole library. said Jill
Upton, a junior majoring in child development. "When I go to look for
hooks, many times, they are too old;
we need to modernize."
Phil Has, eltine, a senior majoring
in business, feels the business department should get some funding.

Arlene Okerlund
actidont, roc( premdent
"They should keep classes open
like the business classes that were
dropped this year... flaseltine said

soldier who shoots a demonstrating the Arab world, because he said that
civilian at point blank."
the Arabs are the biggest enemies of
the Palestinians who cannot even
He labeled Begen as a terrorist grant them the right to work in any
when he engaged in violence cre- Arab country.
ating fear in the British what pulled
If an independent state is estabout in 1948. The Republic of Israel
was created the same year and there- lished on the West Bank, it can only
after, the armies of "Egypt. Jordan, accommodate a small number of the
Lebanon. Syria and Iraq invaded the Palestinians kept in camps, he said.
country but were defeated," he reIt can he recalled that in 1973,
flected.
heads of state of the Organization of
The World Almanac reveals that African Unity (0AU) cut off diplowhen the United Nations Emergency matic relations with Israel for occuForce pulled out of the region in pying the Gaza Strip which was con1967. Egyptian forces "rapidly sidered on Egyptian soil. But in
reoccupied the Gaza Strip and closed 1979. President Anwar Sada! of
the Gulf of Aqaba to Israeli ship- Egypt signed the Camp David
ping. A six -day war ensued and Is- Accord with the Israeli president for
rael occupied the Gaza Strip, the a peaceful solution to the crisis in the
Sinai Peninsula to the Suez Canal, Middle East. To spite the African
Old Jerusalem, Syria’s Golan states. Israel increased Its sumsin to
the apartheid regime ai South AfHeights and Jordan’s West Bank.
Primack discounted the possibility. rica. the Nat. 1 enemy of the African
of the Palestinians being absorbed by continent.

Government lacking minorities
Disabled

Comments invited
for review of clinic

SPARTAN GAMES III
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CBEST and NTE Test
Takers: Will You Test
As Well As You Teach?
Register for any of our CREST or NTE classes and we’ll give
you our refresher math program free!
Just like you, we pride ourselves in giving our students the
best. So give yourself the kind of test prepraration you
deserve. Kaplan. ’The world’s leading test prep organization.
Classes held in many convenient locations. For information
and class starting dates, please call days, evenings or
weekends.

c.rrimipLAN
STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.
(415)849-4044 64 SHATTUCK SQUARE BERKELEY
(916)753-4800 204 F STREET DAVIS
(415)927-1115 20 MAGNOLIA AVENUE LARKSPUR
(415)327-0841 300 HAMILTON AVENUE PALO ALTO
(415)546-4100 50 FIRST STREET SAN FRANCISCO
(702)329-5315 475 HILL STREET RENO
(408)429-6524 1320 MISSION STREET SANTA CRUZ

The world’s leading
test prep organization

